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ABSTRACT: Thermally responsive shape memory polymers
(SMPs) are typically relatively stiff due to the need to vitrify
the polymer chains to fix a temporary shape. A need exists for
elastomeric SMPs with mechanical properties that more
closely match those of human tissue. In this communication,
we present a novel approach to fabricate a fully thermoplastic
elastomeric SMP. Two polymers are simultaneously electro-
spun, or dual-spun, forming a composite fiber mat with a
controllable composition. The two polymers were chosen such
that one assists in “shape fixing” and the other in “shape recovery”. We envision that the versatility and simplicity of this
fabrication approach will allow for large scale production of shape memory elastomeric composites (SMECs) for a wide range of
applications.

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) constitute a unique class
of polymers that have the ability to fix a temporary shape

until they are triggered to return to their original form by an
external stimulus.1,2 The stimulus activating the shape changing
mechanism can be heat,3−6 solvent,7−9 electrical current,10,11

light,12−14 magnetic fields,15−17 or a change in pH.18,19 By far,
heat-triggered SMPs is the subclass that has been studied in the
most depth.2 The shape changing mechanism is performed
around a transition temperature, often a glass transition
temperature (Tg), and relies on vitrification of the chains
upon cooling to fix the temporary shape.20 Consequently,
SMPs in their fixed state are relatively stiff. A need exists for
soft, extensible SMPs with mechanical properties that more
closely match those of human tissue. Our group has previously
introduced a shape memory elastomeric composite (SMEC)
that is rubbery and soft and, yet, has the ability to fix a
temporary shape.21 In this case, the SMP is above its Tg at room
temperature (RT), resulting in a lower modulus, and the shape
memory (SM) is performed around the SMP’s melting point
(Tm). However, the utilized processing techniques introduce
limitations on the SMEC’s production at a larger scale due to
the multistep fabrication method, which requires up to several
days. Our current work presents a simple strategy to prepare
SMECs more efficiently and with more control over the
composition, thus allowing for adjustment of material proper-
ties to meet requirements of a variety of applications.
In this communication, we introduce a fully thermoplastic

SMEC prepared by dual-electrospinning22,23 and compression
molding. Solutions of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) and Pellet-
hane 5863−80A (hereafter, “Pellethane”; a polyether-based
thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer24) were prepared sepa-
rately and were simultaneously electrospun onto a rotating
mandrel from opposite sides of the mandrel. A schematic of the
dual-electrospinning setup is shown in Figure 1a. The resulting

composite fiber mats contained interspersed fibers (Figure 1c)
of both polymers, with varying PCL weight fractions. After
drying in a vacuum oven at RT overnight, the composite fibers
were compression molded into films (Figure 1d) at 80 °C to
obtain nonporous, homogeneously distributed films. This
temperature was chosen such that it was above the melting
temperature (Tm) of PCL (56 °C), but below the Tm of
Pellethane (157 °C; Figure 2). The resulting morphology
contains Pellethane fibers within a PCL matrix (Figure 1b).
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was utilized to

estimate the weight fraction of PCL in the composites. A
comparison of the second heating cycles of the SMECs to those
of neat PCL and Pellethane (Figure 2) revealed that the
transitions of both components are found in the composites,
and the transition temperatures are unchanged, indicating that
the components remain in discrete phases. This was further
supported by a microstructural analysis, in which wide-angle X-
ray scattering (WAXS) was employed, with results indicating
that the crystalline d-spacings were unaltered in the SMECs (a
more detailed WAXS analysis is provided in the Supporting
Information). The PCL weight fraction in the composite was
measured as the ratio of the heat of melting of PCL in the
SMEC to the heat of melting of neat PCL. These values,
reported as weight percentages (wt %), were very close to the
nominal PCL weight fractions and were used to characterize
the SMECs throughout this communication. The measured
PCL content ranged from 2 to 31 wt % PCL for the prepared
SMECs.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed on the

SMECs and the individual components (Figure 3) to compare
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the thermomechanical properties, anticipating relevance to
shape memory properties studied later (loss tangent curves are

available in the Supporting Information). The Pellethane and
SMECs showed a drop in storage modulus around −20 °C due
to the Tg of Pellethane. Notably, the storage moduli of the
SMECs are between that of the individual components in the
−10 to 50 °C range. Further, in this region, there is a trend of
increasing modulus with increasing PCL content. Specifically, at

Figure 1. Dual-spun shape memory elastomeric composite (SMEC) preparation. (a) Schematic showing the dual-electrospinning setup, which
contains two syringes holding different polymer solutions placed on opposing sides of the collector drum. The polymers are simultaneously
electrospun, or dual-spun, forming composite mats. (b) The composite fiber mats with PCL (red) and Pellethane (blue) fibers are (i) compacted
with 1 metric ton force and (ii) heated (in the compacted state) to 80 °C to melt the PCL fibers and form a SMEC film with Pellethane fibers
contained within a PCL matrix. Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (c) dual-spun fibers, (d) the surface of a compression
molded SMEC film, and (e) the cross-section of a SMEC film. SEM images of all SMEC compositions are available in the Supporting Information.
The scale bar represents 10 μm for all SEM images.

Figure 2. Differential scanning calorimetry second heating curves of
SMECs with (a) 0 (neat Pellethane), (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 16, (e) 26, (f)
31, and (g) 100 (neat PCL) wt % PCL (heating and cooling rates were
10 °C min−1). The SMECs exhibit the transitions of both the PCL and
the Pellethane. From left to right, the vertical dotted lines represent
Pellethane’s Tg (−9 °C), PCL’s Tm (56 °C), and Pellethane’s Tm (157
°C). The heat of melting of the PCL crystalline phase increases with
increasing PCL content. The weight fraction of PCL in the SMEC was
calculated by dividing the heat of melting of the PCL phase in the
SMEC by the heat of melting of neat PCL. The DSC second heating
curve for neat Pellethane is available in the Supporting Information to
better expose the melting transition at 157 °C.

Figure 3. Dynamic mechanical analysis of SMECs with (a) 0 (neat
Pellethane), (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 16, (e) 26, (f) 31, and (g) 100 (neat
PCL) wt % PCL. The SMECs exhibit storage moduli between those of
PCL and Pellethane, and the RT storage modulus increases with
increasing PCL content. From left to right, the vertical dotted lines
represent the onset (−24 °C) of modulus drop due to Pellethane’s Tg,
RT (25 °C), and the onset (52 °C) of modulus drop due to PCL’s Tm.
A summary of the thermomechanical properties is provided in the
Supporting Information.
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25 °C, the moduli of the SMECs were between 10 and 50 MPa,
indicating the soft and elastomeric nature of the composites
and more closely matching the moduli of human tissue25−28

than typical SMPs (a table containing storage modulus values at
25 °C and a more complete mechanical characterization,
including stress−strain curves and an elasticity test, are
provided in the Supporting Information). At around 50 °C,
the PCL melted, and the sample storage modulus dropped
below detection in the DMA. At the same temperature, the
SMECs dropped in storage modulus but reached a rubbery
plateau, since the Pellethane fibers, still below their Tm, gave
integrity to the films and prevented them from flowing as
liquids.
Due to the presence of the rubbery plateau above PCL’s Tm,

we expected that the SMEC films would exhibit SM
properties.29 A three-dimensional stress-temperature-strain
plot was prepared (Figure 4a), showing the response of a
SMEC to the SM cycle (for experimental details of the SM
cycle, see the Experimental Section). The shape fixing,
characterized by the fixing ratio21 (Figure 4b), which quantifies
how much of the programmed deformation is maintained upon
unloading, generally increased with increasing PCL content.
This was expected since shape fixing relies on PCL
crystallization and competes with the Pellethane’s elasticity.
Further, the recovery ratios21 (Figure 4b) were greater than
97% (averaged over three cycles) for all compositions. In some
cases, the recovery ratios were over 100%. We expect this is due
to the recovery of residual stresses imparted during the
compression molding process. Compared to blended SMECs
prepared via solvent casting, for example, the dual-spun SMECs
exhibited higher fixing and recovery ratios (fixing and recovery

ratios for blended SMECs are provided in the Supporting
Information). We attribute the improved fixing and recovery to
the discrete and homogeneously distributed PCL and Pellet-
hane phases. Furthermore, the homogeneity of the dual-spun
SMECs leads to a reliability in performance not achieved with
the blended SMECs. Images of a qualitative SM test can be
seen in Figure 4c. A SMEC strip was fixed into a temporary
twisted shape and recovered by heating above PCL’s Tm. A
video of the qualitative SM test is available in the Supporting
Information. The consistency in performance and the high
shape fixity and recovery of the SMECs make these materials
promising candidates for soft SMP applications.
In this communication, we have presented a new approach to

fabricate SMECs. The fully thermoplastic system allows for
dual-electrospinning of both polymers. Advantages of this
approach over previous SMEC fabrication methods include: the
ability to tune the relative composition of the PCL and
elastomer, which affects the mechanical properties of the
material; the ease with which this process can be scaled to the
industrial level, as the polymers are commercially available and
the processing techniques are industrially relevant; and the
added ability to redefine the permanent shape, since both
polymers are thermoplastics. Further, the biocompatibility of
the component polymers combined with the material proper-
ties of the composites make the SMECs relevant in the field of
SM medical devices and SM rubbers.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), N,N-dimethylformamide

(DMF), chloroform, and tetrahydrofuran were purchased from Sigma-

Figure 4. Shape memory characterization of the SMECs. (a) A representative 3D shape memory graph of stress, temperature, and strain for the
SMEC containing 16 wt % PCL. (b) Fixing and recovery ratios for the SMECs with varying PCL content. (c) Images of a qualitative shape memory
test, showing the initial flat dog bone shape of the SMEC (top), the fixed, temporary twisted shape (middle), and the recovered flat dog bone
(bottom). The scale bar represents 5 mm for all images. Shape memory curves for all SMECs and a video of the qualitative shape memory test are
available in the Supporting Information.
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Aldrich. Pellethane 5863−80A (Pellethane) was kindly supplied by
Lubrizol Corporation. All materials were used as received.
Electrospinning. A 20% (w/v) PCL solution was prepared by

dissolving 2 g PCL in 8 mL of chloroform and 2 mL of DMF. A 10%
(w/v) Pellethane solution was prepared by dissolving 1 g Pellethane in
6 mL of THF and 4 mL of DMF. Flow rates varied between 0.2 and
0.6 mL h−1 for PCL and between 3.6 and 7.6 mL h−1 for Pellethane.
The rates were chosen for each polymer so as to obtain the desired
composition. The voltages applied to each needle were adjusted to
accommodate the flow rates, with higher voltages applied for higher
flow rates. The fibers were collected on a translating and rotating
mandrel, and the tip of the needle to collector distances were
maintained at about 8 cm for PCL and about 10 cm for Pellethane.
Dual-electrospinning was chosen over other preparation methods,
such as solvent casting or melt mixing, because of its ability to
uniformly distribute two immiscible polymers.
Microscopy. To visualize the dual-spun fibers and the film surfaces

and cross sections, a JEOL JSM-5600 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was used with a typical accelerating voltage of 6−8 kV. All
samples were gold sputtered for 45 s prior to imaging.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry. A TA Instruments Q200

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to measure the
transition temperatures and enthalpies of melting associated with melt
transitions. All samples were first cooled to −80 °C, heated at 10 °C
min−1 to 200 °C, cooled at 10 °C min−1 to −80 °C, and then heated
10 °C min−1 to 200 °C. The second heating cycles were studied to
eliminate effects from different thermal histories. The glass and melt
transition temperatures were chosen as the middle point of the step
transition and the melting peak transition, respectively.
Wide Angle X-ray Scattering. A Rigaku generator (MicroMax-

002+) was used with an accelerating voltage of 45 kV and a current of
0.88 mA to produce X-rays with a wavelength of 1.5405 Å. Under
vacuum, samples were exposed to radiation for 1 h. The detector
distance was fixed at 122.7, resulting in scatter angles in the range of 0°
< 2θ < 40°. A FujiFilm FLA7000 reader was used to collect the
scattered X-ray diffraction patterns, and SAXSgui software was used for
analysis.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. A TA Instruments Q800

dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) was used to compare the
moduli of the SMEC films with different compositions. The DMA was
used in multifrequency strain mode, and each film was quenched at
−70 °C, held isothermal for 10 min, and then heated at 3 °C min−1 to
160 °C. An oscillation amplitude of 15 μm, a preload force of 0.001 N,
and a force track of 108% were used. Dog bone (ASTM D63 Type IV,
scaled down by a factor of 4) shaped samples, with typical thicknesses
of 0.6 mm, were used for testing.
Tensile mechanical testing. A Test Resources mechanical tester

with a 100 lb (444.8 N) load cell was used to generate stress−strain
curves for the SMEC films with varying PCL content. Dog bone
(ASTM D63 Type IV, scaled down by a factor of 4) shaped samples
were stretched at RT at 33 μm s−1 to failure. Young’s modulus values
were obtained from the slope of the stress−strain curve in the linear
elastic region.
Elasticity Testing. A TA Instruments AR G2 Rheometer was

employed in a tensile mode to determine the elasticity of a dog bone
(ASTM D63 Type IV, scaled down by a factor of 4) shaped 16 wt %
PCL SMEC film. The sample was stretched to 100% strain at 33 μm
s−1 at RT. Immediately after reaching 100% strain, the sample was
unloaded at 33 μm s−1. This cycle was repeated two times, and the
elasticity ratio (Re) of each cycle was calculated using the equation,

ε ε
ε ε

=
−
−

R (%)e
d u

d i (1)

where εd is the deformed strain prior to unloading, εu is the strain at 0
stress after unloading, and εi is the initial strain at the beginning of the
cycle.
Shape Memory Testing. Using the DMA in controlled force

mode, dog bone (ASTM D63 Type IV, scaled down by a factor of 4)
shaped SMEC films were stretched at 60 °C to 20% strain by ramping
the force at 0.02 N min−1. The temperature was then ramped at 3 °C

min−1 to 20 °C and held isothermal for 10 min to fix the temporary
shape. The force was then unloaded at 0.05 N min−1 to the preload
force, 0.001 N. To recover the permanent shape, the SMECs were
heated at 3 °C min−1 to 80 °C, held isothermal for 5 min, and then
cooled back to 60 °C at 3 °C min−1. This cycle was repeated two times
to yield a three-cycle SM program. The fixing (Rf) and recovery (Rr)
ratios were calculated for each cycle using the following equations:

ε ε
ε ε

=
−

×−R (%) 100f
f i

d i (2)

ε ε
ε ε

=
−
−

×R (%) 100r
f r

f i (3)

where εf is the fixed strain after unloading and εr is the recovered strain
after heating.

Blended SMEC Fabrication. Blended SMECs were prepared via
solvent casting and compression molding for comparison to the dual-
spun SMECs. PCL and Pellethane were dissolved in a 60:40 THF/
DMF volume ratio solution to obtain a 10% (w/v) solution. The
relative weight fractions of PCL and Pellethane were varied to match
the compositions prepared via dual-electrospinning. To ensure
complete dissolution and mixing of both polymers, the solution was
stirred overnight at RT. Once completely mixed, the solution was
poured into a Teflon dish, and the solvent was allowed to evaporate
for 2 days. The blended polymer film was dried in a RT vacuum oven
(ca. 760 mmHg) overnight to remove any residual solvent. For better
comparison to the dual-spun SMECs and to improve the uniformity of
the films, the solvent cast PCL/Pellethane films were subsequently
compression molded at 160 °C for 15 min under 1 t applied load.

Qualitative shape memory testing. A dog bone (ASTM D63
Type IV, scaled down by a factor of 4) shaped sample was first heated
in warm water (T > 56 °C) to melt the PCL. Using forceps, the sample
was twisted 4 full rotations and submerged in ice water for several
seconds to crystallize the PCL and fix the temporary shape. The fixed
twist was then submerged, again, in the warm water to melt the PCL
and allow for recovery of the permanent shape. Images were taken
between each step (Figure 4c), and a video (available in the
Supporting Information) was taken to emphasize the fast and
complete recovery of the SMECs when heated above PCL’s Tm.
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